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Münchener Golf Club 

"Centenarian Golf Club"

Münchener Golf Club is probably the oldest and finest golf clubs in

Bavaria having crossed the century mark in 2010. The club has two golf

courses in Straßlach and Thalkirchen. The nine hole course is the closest

for Munich golf enthusiasts. Its a game of precision in this course which

has short yet difficult fairways. Due to the proximity of the river Isar, there

are water challenges as well that await the golfer. After a game you can

unwind at the clubhouse's terrace.

 +49 89 723 1304  www.mgc-golf.de/  thalkirchen@mgc-golf.de  Zentralländstraße 40,

Munich
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Golfclub München-Riem 

"A Scenic Golf Course"

Golfclub München-Riem is for both the amateur and professional golfer

and is just a few minutes away from the city center. There is extensive

training provided for those who want to learn the game or want to better

it. The golf facility has an extensive driving range, in addition to a three-

hole course that is further defined by water hazards and green patches to

create a challenging setting for the avid golfer.

 +49 89 9450 0800  www.gcriem.de/  info@gcriem.de  Graf-Lehndorff-Strasse 36,

Munich
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Golfpark München Aschheim 

"An Impressive Golf Course"

Golfpark München Aschheim is located a short drive away from Munich,

but the course's stunning terrain makes this place worthy of the commute.

The course is expansive with 18 holes plotted across; there is an island

green which is perfect for the learners, while professionals can polish their

skills over the artificial ponds and challenging slopes. A par 72 course,

Golfpark München Aschheim boasts of a loyal patronage that includes a

mixed bag of adults as well as junior golfers. It is also frequently used as a

venue for several, local golfing tournaments.

 +49 89 990 2420  www.gp-ma.de/  info@gp-ma.de  Fasanenallee 10, Aschheim
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Golfclub Schloss Egmating 

"A Stunning Golf Course"

Golfclub Schloss Egmating is a must visit course for golf enthusiasts

visiting Munich. Accentuated with gently rolling hills, the course

accommodates 18 holes. The terrain is quite challenging such that it

coaxes learners to push their limits. In addition to tee times for members,

Golfclub Schloss Egmating is popular for their golf outings that are perfect

for larger groups, including families.

 +49 89 8 0959 0860  www.gc-egmating.de  empfang@gc-egmating.de  Schloßstraße 15, Egmating
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Golfclub Starnberg 

"Golf in an Idyllic Setting"

One of the most picturesque courses of the region, Golfclub Starnberg is a

delight for amateur and professional golfers alike. Here, your game is

complemented with stunning views of verdant landscape where deer revel

and eagles hover. The course has a driving range where you can perfect

your swing and polish your skills, while the bunkers, ponds and hills

create a tricky terrain for showing off your flair.

 +49 8151 1 2157  www.gcstarnberg.de  club@gcstarnberg.de  Uneringer Strasse 1,

Starnberg
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